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Abstract—The emergence of wearable sensor mobile technologies can have a great change to the conventional healthcare systems improving the quality of life for patients with Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) or heart disease. Our main aim is to build a simple yet accurate mobile application that is capable of real-time monitoring of patients with CAD which is a major cause of death worldwide. Most available mobile healthcare systems focus on the data acquisition part with little attention paid to facilitating real-time. In this work, we build a real-time monitoring application that continuously monitors CAD patients and raises an alarm whenever an emergency occurs. The proposed system is of a lightweight, low price and very reliable in the detection of heart problems based on reasoning and computational algorithms. To prove the effectiveness of the proposed system, we conducted two extensive experiments for real and simulated scenarios. Our results show that the proposed monitoring system provides a 100% detection rate.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Recently, there has been growing interest in wearable health monitoring devices, both in research and industry. These devices are important for patients who need to be assessed regularly or monitored continuously [1]. They are vital to decrease the numbers of people visiting hospitals especially for those with complex medical conditions. Across the globe, there is increasing numbers of population putting stress on the current health care systems that are not structured to service rising needs of high numbers of patients [2]. Current advances in the areas of computer, networking and medical fields have brought together smart health care options that depend on mobile phones and wearable sensors which are now accessible for many people worldwide with affordable prices.

According to the American Heart Association (AHA), heart disease, also referred to as coronary artery disease (CAD) is a term used to describe a variety of problems related to plaque buildup in the walls of arteries making it gradually narrow and in consequence it becomes difficult for blood to flow increasing the risk of heart attack and stroke [3].

In 2010, CAD was a major cause of death worldwide and was responsible for one in every nine deaths in the United States [3]. In some cases, people with heart disease may have symptoms like chest pain and fatigue. However, in many cases, there are no symptoms until a heart attack occurs [4]. This was the major motive for us to build a smart system that can continuously monitor the person’s heart and raise attention whenever there is any heart related problem.

The adoption of mobile health care applications is promising to enhance the quality of life for patients with CAD. With these applications, the patients can have a more independent and easy life and a quick action can be triggered which is crucial as few minutes can save lives for people with heart disease [5]. In addition, with many patients living in rural areas and with a reduced access to health providers, the development of such systems can help with continuous remote monitoring for these people with a reduced number of visits to hospitals. Moreover, the cost of remote health monitoring systems is affordable to a wide range of people because of the recent advances in consumer electronics and mobile technologies which have reduced the production costs and have made it possible to ordinary users to afford inexpensive sensors and mobile phones [5].

A central part of any monitoring systems is the use of wearable sensors which would allow people to be constantly monitored. Wearable sensors can be defined as electronic devices that can be unremarkably embedded in the user's outfit as part of the clothing or an accessory. They range from micro-sensors to computerized watches and belt-worn PCs with a head mounted display [6]. Wearable sensors have many applications that include physiological, biochemical, and motion sensing [7].

Sensors are deployed for patients with heart problems for continuous monitoring. For example, in the work of [8], a ring sensor worn on the base of the finger is implemented for the purpose of continuous monitoring for people with congestive heart failure problems. Another example is presented in the work of [9] where an energy efficient ear worn PPG sensor is introduced for the purpose of heart monitoring. The comfortable placement of the sensor makes it suitable for long term monitoring, often referred to this feature as mobility. Two major advantages of the abovementioned examples is the small size of the sensors and the low power consumption which are very important issues to be considered in any monitoring problem. Recently, the authors in [10] proposed an Android-based system for heart monitoring using data collected from a strap worn around the chest named Zephyr Heart Rate Monitor. It measures heart rate and other
measurements and uses Bluetooth to send the information to an Android phone device. The measurements are used to identify a number of heart related problems. The system proved useful and the authors achieved good performance results.

It is important to note that health monitoring applications of wearable systems often employ multiple sensors that are integrated together to form a body sensor network. An example of these applications is MyHeart [11], where a number of on-body sensors are used to collect physiological data that are sent wirelessly to a PDA. The information is analyzed and health recommendations are given to the user based on this analysis.

Once data is collected, wireless communication is then relied upon to transmit patients' data to a mobile phone or an access point and relay the information to a remote center via the internet. Emergency situations are detected via data processing implemented throughout the system and an alert message is sent to an emergency service center to provide direct assistance to patients [7].

Most available commercial applications have focused on the data acquisition part with little attention paid to facilitating real-time. The proposed system offers real time application that can continuously monitor the user and raise an alarm for any emergency caused by the detection of a heart problem. In addition, the proposed wearable health monitoring system is of a lightweight, low price and very reliable in the detection of heart problems based on reasoning and computational algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we explain in detail the components of the system. Section III presents the experimental results of the proposed application. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper and suggests future work.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN

Although there are many commercially available healthcare systems, they usually share a common prototype [5]. For heart monitoring systems, this prototype usually consists of a sensor carried by the patient that is connected to a backbone network via a gateway node. The patient and doctors can monitor heart rate information by a graphical user interface (GUI). In the case of an emergency situation, an alert is sent to a laptop or a personal computer in the closest hospital.

Our proposed application consists of three main components: i) data acquisition, ii) a gateway to the wide area networks (WANs), and iii) the end user health care application. In this section we will discuss each component in details (see Fig. 1 for a conceptual representation of the proposed system).

A. Data Acquisition

To detect the heart rate, we implement a commercially available sensor named, the Pulse Sensor AMPED [12]. It combines a simple optical heart rate sensor with amplification and noise cancellation circuitry making it fast and easy for getting reliable heart pulse readings.

This specific sensor was chosen because of its reliability, high usability and good performance. Moreover, it is of a small size and a modest price. The sensor can be simply worn by clipping it to the finger tip and connecting it to a microcontroller.

Fig. 1. A conceptual representation of the proposed system.

An important issue to consider when implementing sensors is power consumption. The implemented sensor is energy efficient with a power consumption of only ~4mA at 5V with voltage ranging from 3V to 5V. Moreover, the low output transmission power of the sensor is important for keeping its effects minimal on the patient's health.

B. Gateway to Wide Area Networks (WANs)

This component is responsible for connecting the sensing component to the infrastructure based WANs. In other words, data collected from the sensor should be transmitted through a gateway, which is usually a mobile phone or a personal computer, to a remote site such as a hospital.

Fig. 2. Interfaces from the proposed mobile application.

In our application, this connection is carried out by firstly connecting the sensor to an arduino microcontroller and then the sensing data is wirelessly transmitted through a Bluetooth technology to a mobile phone. The Bluetooth module that is integrated in the arduino microcontroller is HC-06 module which uses the UART (Universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter) protocol. UART makes it easy and reliable to send and receive data wirelessly.

In case of an emergency situation which is identified based on the data analysis on the mobile device, an emergency alert is relayed to the closest hospital through the Internet. The location of the closest hospital is identified using GPS technology which is integrated with the majority of mobile...
phones currently available with people worldwide.

As the information is relayed to the hospital through a network system, the Internet, it is crucial to have reliable communication protocols for wide area networks. A universal broadband connectivity is very important to achieve such reliability. Broadband technologies are currently available in the majority of the developed countries and across many developing countries [7]. Moreover, a reliable Bluetooth module for accurate transmission of data from the microcontroller to the mobile device is implemented and it has proved to be effective during testing.

![Fig. 3. Emergency alerts.](image)

C. The End User Application

The end user application is a central part of the system where the collected data are analyzed and actions are triggered [5], (see Fig. 2 for two screens of the application interface). The application performs reasoning with computational algorithms to continuously monitor the patient's heart rate and save all the readings of the heart rates (Beats Per Minute (BPM)) to a log file. This saved data can be reviewed when needed, e.g. when the patient visits his/her health clinic.

Once an emergency situation occurs, the algorithm detects it and automatically generates an email that contains the patient's information from name, mobile phone, age, and the exact location based on the GPS coordinates. An emergency SMS is also generated. The email is sent to the closest hospital to the patient's location. The closest hospital is identified using the GPS technology. The location of the user is updated every 1 minute. Moreover, the emergency SMS alert is sent to the patient's relative together with the exact location based on the GPS coordinates. An emergency alert is sent to the patient's relative, respectively. The window interval is inspired by works like [10] and based on consultations with a number of medical experts. Fig. 3 shows examples for screens of the emergency alerts. In addition, a driving mode can be also be set for a continuous display of BPM on the vehicle's windshield making it easier for the driver to monitor his/her heart rate.

A prototype for a diagnosis component is also developed in this work. The interfaces are designed to accept a number of inputs that can be entered by the user or the doctor. These inputs correspond to features implemented in the Heart data set available from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [13]. The data set consists of 303 individuals' clinical records of which 164 did not have heart disease. This data set can be used with machine learning techniques to build a smart classifier for a prediction of the existence of CAD. The prototype facilitates a future integration of a diagnosis component.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Experiments are conducted in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed system. We carried out these experiments using Nokia Lumia 520 mobile phone. It is equipped with a Dual-core 1 GHz qualcomm Snapdragon S4 processor, an internal 8 GB storage and it includes a Bluetooth v 4.0 interface. To evaluate the performance of the proposed application, we carried out trial experiments involving 20 healthy individuals where 5 of them were asked to play sport while carrying the monitoring device. As all the selected personnel were healthy, there were no deviations from the specified thresholds and thus no alerts generated. Table 1 shows the results of the heart monitoring test with the selected sample. It is clear from this table that the algorithm is 100% accurate in the monitoring component for both modes and with no generated false alarms. Moreover, the BPM detected values are comparable to real values. These are interesting results and prove the usefulness of the proposed monitoring system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Case</th>
<th># of samples</th>
<th>detection results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Healthy / Rest mode</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy / Sport mode</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To further test the performance of the proposed system for heart disease patients, we used offline implementation that...
simulates real-time device operation for 20 unhealthy cases where both the rest mode and sport mode were tested. Deviations from normal rates for both modes were simulated with different values that are more and less than the specified thresholds. The monitoring system accurately detected these deviations and emergency alerts and SMSs were generated in all the tested cases. Moreover, GPS locations were accurately detected across all cases. Again a 100% detection accuracy of spotting deviations from normal rates was achieved and it is illustrated in Table II.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a real-time monitoring system appropriate for users with coronary artery disease. The proposed system is based on a simple and inexpensive wearable sensor that detects heart rate and sends it wirelessly to a mobile device via an Arduino microcontroller. A monitoring algorithm is applied on the mobile phone for checking variances from normal heart rates and raising an alarm to the closest hospital and the patients’ relatives.

To prove the effectiveness of the proposed system, we carried out two experiments. In the first experiment, the system was tested on 20 healthy individuals for both rest and sport modes. In the second experiment, a simulation for 20 cases of patients with heart problems was conducted. In both experiments, the monitoring component provided a 100% detection accuracy. For the first experiment, no false alarms were generated and for the second experiment, the deviations from normal rates were detected and alarms were generated.

In the future, we plan to make the application cross-platform to be applicable on other platforms such as Android and IOS. Moreover, we plan to integrate the system with a diagnosis component for real-time diagnosis of the existence of CAD.
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